
Art of Poetry 

Part One: 
Getting Started 

Maurice Denis, The Muses (1893) Image via Wikiart. 
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Introduction 
Poetry exists in two dimensions: the visual and the oral/aural. You have the 
poem on the page, its words set out in a definite pattern, so that meaning will 
change if the shape or pattern is changed. Then you have the poem as 
performed or read where new interpretations might arise as a result of different 
ways of reading, either silently or out loud. The visual shape of the poem should 
to some extent influence the way the poem is read but there is no one to one 
correlation. Some poets and readers of poetry take into consideration only the 
poem on the page, while others will be fully aware of the possible variations 
produced by different performers, readers and, finally, listeners. If you have ever 
been to a poetry reading, you will recognise how poets can influence the 
interpretation of their poetry by the listener according to the way they - 
read/perform it. 

There are two things you need for writing poetry: one is a notebook or an online 
folder where you can write your poems and the other is a collection of published 
poems, in books and/or online so you can read as much poetry as possible. You 
might like two notebooks, one for jotting down ideas, sounds, images and 
shapes, and another for drafting and keeping finished poems. If you prefer to 
use a loose-leaf file, then make sure you never throw anything away. No 
screwing-up of rough drafts with mis-aimed shots at the wastepaper basket. And 
no delete button. Whatever writing tools you use: save everything. Similarly, you 
can start two collections: one of poems and one of books about poems and how 
to write them. The resources section at the end of the course book has a list of 
books and websites but many of the latter come and go, however the books 
Staying Alive (ed. Neil Astley, 2002. Bloodaxe) and Writing Poems (Peter Sansom, 
2011. Bloodaxe) will be excellent supporting texts for this course, and are 
available online through the UCA library. 

Maybe you have already started on these notebooks and collections and if so, 
just go on from where you are now as background for the work that will be 
needed on this course. And don’t forget to keep abreast of other kinds of writing 
and art forms that impinge on poetry: songs and song lyrics, novels and stories, 
plays and films, computer games, adverts and essays, in fact anything that uses 
words. And then remember all the non-verbal art forms that can influence the 
writing of poetry: painting, photography, sculpture, textiles, drawing, music. You 
need to keep your eyes, ears and senses open to all possibilities. 
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This course will get you writing poetry if you have not done any before or maybe 
only a long time ago when you were younger. It will also help you to develop 
your skills if you are already a practised writer. But progress depends on your 
powers of observation (through all your senses) as much as on your verbal skills. 

You and your tutor 

Make sure you let your tutor know how much or how little you know about both 
the reading and writing of poetry. Find out what kind of poetry your tutor writes. 
You don’t have to be on the same wavelength but it’s useful to know each other’s 
likes and dislikes. Obviously the more you can explore and keep an open mind 
about what poetry is and is not, what it can do and cannot do, the more you will 
benefit from and enjoy this course. 

Make sure you have a notebook or some way of recording your experiences 
ready at hand wherever you are. Listen to other people’s conversations at bus 
stops and on trains. Look at advertisements, watch people in cafes and shops, 
stop by the school gates and see the kids at play or meeting up with mums and 
carers. Note down odd bits of information from University Challenge on TV, take a 
photo of a sunset, read the comments in the family photo album, make a note of 
how and what and when and where and why. If it’s happening, grab it in some 
form or other. You never know when it might come in useful. 

The Writing Process 

Your tutor will want to know as much about the writing process of each of your 
poems as they do about the finished poem. This means you need to be prepared 
to redraft each poem several times. You may make changes but then go back to 
the original and that is fine, you need to think about the possible changes even if 
in the end you don’t make very many. 

You can’t necessarily gain control over creativity but you can control certain 
aspects and these will be the aspects you can look at in your commentary sent in 
with each assignment: 

1. Structure of your piece of writing, both visual and aural. 

2. Narrative viewpoint. 

3. Language use including meaning and sound. 

4. Observed or imagined detail.  
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Don’t be afraid of playing with words but do make them work hard for you: if 
they aren’t earning their keep in the poem, get rid of them. And remember the 
title is part of a poem. 

Most of the poems you write will be in free verse which means you don’t have to 
worry about strict metre and rhythm, or about rhyme. Read poems, your own 
and other people’s, out loud: sound is as important as sense. Writing poems with 
strict form, metre and rhyme, for example, sonnets, is reserved for the Level 2 
poetry course. But if the occasional rhyme turns up, don’t be afraid of it. It’s 
worth using an online or printed thesaurus and rhyming dictionary to help you 
gain control over language, meaning and sound. On the other hand, beware of 
rhymes that are just part of a filler phrase, or unnecessary archaic turns of 
phrase. 

You might want to skim read all parts of the course before you begin working on 
part 1. Exercises on sound and rhythm and the questions of line length and line 
endings will not be dealt with until Part 3 and Part 4 but you might feel you need 
to know a bit about these earlier on just as much as you want to know about 
images and metaphors. 

Henri Matisse, Forest of Fontainebleau (1909) Bridgeman Images. 
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Project 1: What is a poem? And what 
does poetry do? 
The best answer to this question is simply to say it’s a piece of writing where the 
lines don’t go to the edge of the page. It’s about the only definition that will cover 
all poems, except possibly prose poems, but they are a special category which we 
shall come to later. The definition above of course is a definition that uses visual 
structure as a benchmark: if we were listening to poetry being read aloud, we 
might not know where the line endings came. Sometimes line length and 
meaning go together, sometimes meaning runs across from one line to the next. 
But in general, lines are a useful criterion to keep in mind as we try to find a 
definition for poetry. 

Originally, poetry was oral, not written down, so Homer’s poetry was recited 
before it was written, and the same goes for the  Anglo-Saxon poem, Beowulf, 
probably composed in the 7th century AD and written down in the 10th century 
AD. And in each case the rhythm determined at least marginally where the line 
ends. Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, written in the 14th century, have a regular 
number of beats in each line as do Shakespeare’s plays written in blank verse. 
Modern poets tend to use other criteria for line endings; a general rhythmic 
feeling, the completion of an idea, image or sentence, or they end with an 
important word even if it’s in the middle of a sentence or phrase. 

W. H. Auden said ‘poetry does nothing’. Here is a stanza from a poem he wrote 
on the death of another poet, W.B.Yeats (1939). 

You were silly like us; your gift survived it all: 
The parish of rich women, physical decay, 
Yourself.  Mad Ireland hurt you into poetry. 
Now Ireland has her madness and her weather still, 
For poetry makes nothing happen: it survives 
In the valley of its making where executives 
Would never want to tamper, flows on south 
From ranches of isolation and the busy griefs, 
Raw towns that we believe and die in; it survives, 
A way of happening, a mouth. 

W.H Auden, In Memory of W.B Yeats (1940) 
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On the other hand, the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley, in his essay, A Defence of Poetry 
(1821) called poets “the unacknowledged legislators of the world” because he 
thought they were able to use both reasoning and imagination. 

A more recent poet, Wisława Szymborska, the 1996 Nobel Prize winner, says the 
following (1996): 

Poetry— 
but what is poetry anyway? 
More than one rickety  answer 
has tumbled since that question first was raised. 
But I just keep on not knowing, and I cling to that 
like a redemptive handrail. 

Wisława Szymborska, Some People like Poetry [article] (1996) The New Republic. 

Research Task: What is Poetry? 

See if you can find any other definitions of poetry and decide what your own 
viewpoint is. Keep an account of your views and see if they change as you go 
through this course, reading and writing more poetry yourself. 
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Exercise 1: A mouth and a redemptive handrail  

Think of your own metaphor or series of metaphors for poetry.  

● Write a few lines based on your choice of metaphor(s).  
● Keep this exercise going throughout the course.  

Images and metaphors are the building blocks of poetry so this is a good way to 
get going and keep going. 

● Have you been “hurt” into poetry? You might want to choose another 
image: “chain-ganged”, “stroked”? 

Notice how you haven’t really started on writing poetry yet, but in writing about 
it, you are already being encouraged to play with words and look for startling 
images. And while we’re on that word “startling”, we could refer to another poem 
by W.H Auden, Anthem for St. Cecilia's Day written to the muse of music where he 
asks St. Cecilia (muse or saint?)  “to come down and startle.” 

Research Task: Saints of Poetry 

Who were the muses of poetry? Is there a patron saint of poetry? If you invented 
a patron saint of poetry, what would you expect of them? See if your answers 
change or expand by the end of the course. Have a look at Maggie Butt’s book of 
poems where she has invented lots of different patron saints, Sancti Clandestini: 
Undercover Saints. 
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Here are two examples by Maggie Butt, this one in the first person. 

The Patron Saint of Sat Navs  

I answer centuries of prayer, 
for you were lost, but failed to specify 
the time-frame to be found. 

I watch you from above, like saints of old 
and guide you with my kindly hints, 
Turn around where possible. 

The downside is that now you’re truly lost 
your hand in mine as trusting as a child 
with no idea of where you’ve been or go. 

I am two hours away you faithfully repeat, 
because I told you so. Medieval 
in belief, channeling all long-lost faith 

in me. Absorb my mantras, leave 
all questioning and reason in the past, 
folded with the dusty maps. 

And here is one written in the third person. 

The Patron Saint of Remaindered Books 

She haunts the bargain bookshops, 
calls them to her softly, hears the faint 
flutterings among their leaves; 
as stray cats would purr and rub 
themselves against her shins; 

she gathers them, abandoned children 
in a shanty town, living on scraps, 
fighting seagulls on the rubbish heap, 
eking out echoes of their rave reviews, 
envying the few, scornful of best-sellers; 

she garners them – a harvest-home 
where everyone is dusted, shelved 
in the eternal dewey decimal. 
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Exercise 2: Patron Saint of Poetry 

Write your own poem about the Patron Saint of poetry. You could write either 
about the saint in the third person or in the first person in the voice of the saint. 
Try writing the same material in both the third and the first person and see what 
difference it makes. So you might try and keep your patron saint connected to 
poetry, for example: the patron saint of short lines, the patron saint of rhymes, 
the patron saint of metaphors, the patron saint of school poetry books, the 
patron saint of birthday card poems. They would all be very different. And would 
the patron saint of poetry publishers be different again? 

Metaphors for Writing Poetry 

Two well-known poets who found metaphors for writing poetry were Ted Hughes 
and Seamus Heaney. 

Here is Seamus Heaney’s poem Digging (1964) about his father and grandfather 
who dug the ground for potatoes and peat respectively. Heaney says he has no 
spade for digging but he has a pen and he will dig with that, so digging becomes 
a metaphor or symbol for writing. Notice how he uses the senses of sight, 
hearing, smell and touch to evoke all aspects of his father and grandfather 
digging. This is particularly useful to note at this point in the course because the 
next few projects will ask you to write about your senses one at a time and you 
can use Heaney’s poem not only for the writing metaphor, but as a way of 
understanding how poets use all the senses to evoke situations, places, and 
attributes for their characters. Before you do the exercises connected to this 
section, you might want to look ahead at the section on metaphors in Part 2: 
Images. 
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Exercise 3: Metaphors  

Choose another activity, preferably one you have taken part in yourself, or 
watched others performing. Then use it as a metaphor for writing. Some 
activities might be: sewing, knitting, baking, building a wall, silversmithing, 
carpentering. You might want to keep the actual writing of a poem until you 
come to the project which uses the most appropriate of the human senses. You 
might want to look at Part 5: Project 1 where there are more exercises of a 
similar nature. 

You might note that Heaney’s poem is written in free verse with the odd rhyme 
dropped in here and there. Don’t worry too much about lines and rhymes at this 
point. You could skip forward, if it’s helpful, to Part 5 where there is a section 
referring to the last lines of Heaney’s poem as an example of what not to do! 

Ditz, Girl in the Garden (2015) Image courtesy of the artist. 
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Digging 

Between my finger and my thumb    
The squat pen rests; snug as a gun.  
Under my window, a clean rasping sound    
When the spade sinks into gravelly ground:    
My father, digging. I look down  
Till his straining rump among the flowerbeds    

Bends low, comes up twenty years away    
Stooping in rhythm through potato drills    
Where he was digging.  
The coarse boot nestled on the lug, the shaft    
Against the inside knee was levered firmly.  
He rooted out tall tops, buried the bright edge deep  
To scatter new potatoes that we picked,  
Loving their cool hardness in our hands.  
By God, the old man could handle a spade.    
Just like his old man.  
My grandfather cut more turf in a day  
Than any other man on Toner’s bog.  

Once I carried him milk in a bottle  
Corked sloppily with paper. He straightened up  
To drink it, then fell to right away  
Nicking and slicing neatly, heaving sods  
Over his shoulder, going down and down  
For the good turf. Digging.  
The cold smell of potato mould, the squelch and slap  
Of soggy peat, the curt cuts of an edge  
Through living roots awaken in my head.  
But I’ve no spade to follow men like them.  
Between my finger and my thumb  
The squat pen rests.  
I’ll dig with it. 

Seamus Heaney, Digging (1966) 
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Here is Ted Hughes’ Thought Fox (1957) where he draws a parallel between 
writing a poem and hunting a fox or rather hunting down thoughtful images of a 
fox.   

In some ways the fox is haunting him. 

The Thought Fox 

I imagine this midnight moment’s forest:  
Something else is alive  

Beside the clock’s loneliness  
And this blank page where my fingers move.  

Through the window I see no star:  
Something more near 

Though deeper within darkness  
Is entering the loneliness:   

Cold, delicately as the dark snow,  
A fox’s nose touches twig, leaf;  

Two eyes serve a movement, that now 
And again now, and now, and now  

Sets neat prints into the snow  
Between trees, and warily a lame  
Shadow lags by stump and in hollow  
Of a body that is bold to come 

Across clearings, an eye, 

A widening deepening greenness,  
Brilliantly, concentratedly,  

Coming about its own business 

Till, with a sudden sharp hot stink of fox 

It enters the dark hole of the head. 

The window is starless still; the clock ticks, 

The page is printed.  

Ted Hughes, The Thought Fox (1957) 
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Exercise 4: Heaney’s and Hughes   
Choose another thought animal that you could hunt down in your imagination to 
the point where “the page is printed.” Or perhaps you could combine Heaney’s 
and Hughes ideas and write about the thought potatoes, or the thought sweater. 
Notice how Hughes also uses the senses of sight, hearing, smell and touch. 

Nora Soos, Staggering Touch (2015) Image courtesy of the artist. 
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Exercise 5: “What ifs” 

Philip Gross is another poet who has chosen the game of chess as a metaphor 
for writing poetry. Both his poem, The Players, and his explanation of how he 
wrote the poem and its meaning can be found on the Poetry Society Website.   

Read this and then read his explanation where the “what ifs” of playing chess 
match the “what ifs” of writing poetry. Maybe all human activity consists of a 
series of “what ifs” but writing poetry certainly has a lot in common with digging 
and playing chess, so you will probably find a lot more activities to use as 
metaphors for writing.   

Heaney’s and Gross’s poems are both written in free verse though the way they 
use the poetic line is very different. At this stage in the course, concentrate on 
the detail of the activity: you will have opportunity to think about line and stanza 
breaks later on. 

The Players 

Somewhere in a square in the old world, by the Hotel Princip, 
by the Palace of Justice, somewhere in a park 
of clean gravel and poodle-cut trees 

beside cobblestones seamed with tramlines, somewhere near 
a kiosk café whose waiter, in stubble and butcher- 
striped apron will fail to appear, 

sometimes for days, at three wrought iron tables, bearing 
coffees concentrated to a fierce point, a black 
hole – one sip will suck you in, 

turned to sparkling stone… Somewhere like this they sit, two 
old men, each one older than the other. 
Bending forward, they sit at a pace 

from which the three-lane traffic is a shimmery smear, 
a mirage, oil on water, and the pieces 
themselves seem a fidget, 

a jitter of cause and effect which leaves no choice but, 
now and then, to lift a hand… a moment’s 
late appraisal, as the world 
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turns one more orbit. One 
moves. Looks up. The other 
nods. I’ve seen them at the black and white 
marble table with the raised squares           

in the Garden for the Blind, a table like a plinth 
on which they are building ice sculptures 
of certain uncertainties, and 

it is beautiful, very, they might say. If ever they spoke. 
(Kibbitzers do the chatter for them.) They 
live, if indeed they do,   

in twenty worlds at once, all intercutting: if, and if 
not, then, and if then, not… Every 
thirty years or so, a bang: 

slammed door or backfire of exhaust, and now and then 
a handgun. All the combinations shatter 
into flight, up over rooftops, dewlapped gables, weather vanes 
to reform, circle, circle, homing 
on wherever we may be. 

Philip Gross, The Players (2012) 
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Project 2:  Sight 
Your sense of sight is one of your most important ones for writing poetry but of 
course this doesn’t mean to say writers with impaired sight can’t write poetry. 
Hopefully all the exercises here will help you to respond using whatever senses 
are easiest and most rewarding for you. Think of William Wordsworth’s sonnet, 
Lines Composed Upon Westminster Bridge (1802) where he describes for us not 
only what he sees but the pleasure he gets from what he sees: 

Earth has not anything to show more fair:  
Dull would he be of soul who could pass by  
A sight so touching in its majesty:  
This City now doth, like a garment, wear  
The beauty of the morning; silent, bare,  
Ships, towers, domes, theatres, and temples lie  
Open unto the fields, and to the sky;  
All bright and glittering in the smokeless air.  

Never did sun more beautifully steep  
In his first splendour, valley, rock, or hill;  
Ne'er saw I, never felt, a calm so deep!  
The river glideth at his own sweet will:  
Dear God! the very houses seem asleep;  
And all that mighty heart is lying still!  

William Wordsworth, Lines Composed Upon Westminster Bridge (1802) 
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Exercise 6: Indoors 

Walk round your room (bedroom, sitting room, kitchen, communal space). Note 
down the colours which predominate; then move on to the shapes, for example, 
square table, round cushions, star patterns on the curtains.   

Look closely at ornaments, books and other objects, tools or utensils. How are 
they arranged, how were they made? Now think beyond their appearance to 
their uses and their emotional effects on you. Who gave them to you? What 
associations do they have? What would the object's say to you or each other if 
they could speak? 

Further Research 

Read Pamela Woof’s account of how William and Dorothy Wordsworth’s view of 
nature differed, but how they were both intrigued, on the bbc website, entitled 
‘The Wordsworths and the Cult of Nature’. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/empire_seapower/wordsworths_01.shtml  

Exercise 7: Sight 

Write a poem based on the notes you gathered in the previous exercise where 
your sense of sight has been all-important. You could also use your notes from 
an outdoor scene as well/instead (see below). 
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Working with Images 

Here is the poem Difference (1995) by Mark Doty where he has looked closely at 
jelly fish and compared them to other objects or creatures, so he has used his 
powers of visual observation very carefully and then thought up all the 
comparisons. 

Difference 

The jellyfish  
float in the bay shallows  
like schools of clouds,  

a dozen identical — is it right  
to call them creatures,  
these elaborate sacks  

of nothing? All they seem  
is shape, and shifting,  
and though a whole troop  

of undulant cousins  
go about their business  
within a single wave's span,  

everyone does something unlike:  
this one a balloon  
open on both ends  

but swollen to its full expanse,  
this one a breathing heart,  
this a pulsing flower.  

This one a rolled condom,  
or a plastic purse swallowing itself,  
that one a Tiffany shade,  

this a troubled parasol.  
This submarine opera's  
all subterfuge and disguise,  

its plot a fabulous tangle  
of hiding and recognition:  
nothing but trope,  
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nothing but something  
forming itself into figures  
then refiguring,  

sheer ectoplasm  
recognizable only as the stuff  
of metaphor. What can words do  

but link what we know  
to what we don't,  
and so form a shape?  

Which shrinks or swells,  
configures or collapses, blooms  
even as it is described  

into some unlikely  
marine chiffon:  
a gown for Isadora?  

Nothing but style.  
What binds  
one shape to another  

also sets them apart  
— but what's lovelier  
than the shapeshifting  

transparence of like and as:  
clear, undulant words?  
We look at alien grace,  

Unfettered  
by any determined form,  
and we say: balloon, flower,  

heart, condom, opera,  
lampshade, parasol, ballet.  
Hear how the mouth,  

so full  
of longing for the world,  
changes its shape?  
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Exercise 8: Outdoors 

Walk somewhere outside; garden, road, street. Look carefully at one object eg. 
tree trunk, twigs with or without leaves, a dog, a squirrel, cloud shapes, post box. 
Make notes. 

Take your notes on your indoor or outdoor observations and write a poem, 
maybe think a bit about line endings. Read your poem out loud. Do you like the 
way it sounds? How many different images have you used? How many of them 
are metaphors for the actual object you have described? 
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Project 3:  Hearing 
This exercise requires you to shut your eyes and listen to the sounds around you. 
You can do this indoors or out, of course taking care, and maybe getting 
someone to help you or even produce sounds for you. If your hearing is 
challenged, then you may have to skip this exercise. 

Listen to the sound of your own body- breathing, stomach gurgles, coughs. Tap 
your fingers, listen to the tread of your feet, the brush of your clothes against 
each other. What sounds are there in the building, machines, people talking, 
announcements, overhead aeroplanes, traffic, music? 

Then do the same outside, making notes either between listening bouts or at the 
end of the listening process. As you write your poem about sounds you may find 
you want to start using language devices like onomatopoeia where the words 
imitate the sound of the object; eg. whoosh, bang, clatter. Or other devices where 
you repeat sounds, for example, alliteration, where you repeat consonants: wind 
whispering in the willows. Or assonance where you repeat vowel sounds, the 
raucous, cawing, more and more insistent, both of which examples use 
onomatopoeia as well. 
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Here is an extract from a Carl Sandburg poem, It’s a Jazz Affair (1920) followed by 
a poem by Gwendolyn Brooks: both twentieth century American poets. 

It’s a jazz affair, drum crashes and cornet razzes. 
The trombone pony neighs and the tuba jackass snorts. 
The banjo tickles and titters too awful. 
The chippies talk about the funnies in the papers. 

Carl Sandburg, It’s a Jazz Affair (1920) 

It shushes 
It hushes 
The loudness in the road. 
It flitter-twitters,                             
And laughs away from me. 
It laughs a lovely whiteness, 
And whitely whirls away,                         
To be 
Some otherwhere, 
Still white as milk or shirts, 
So beautiful it hurts. 

Gwendolyn Brooks, Cynthia in the Snow (1956) 

Exercise 9: Sound Poem 

Using the notes you made earlier, write your own sound poem. You can stick to 
one sort of sound, or write about a series of different sounds. You may want to 
use onomatopoeia but you don’t have to: there are lots of ways of evoking the 
sound you want your readers to hear without copying the sound itself. Try two 
versions: which works best for you, with or without onomatopoeia?  
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Project 4: Touch  
To experience touch properly, you may need to shut your eyes so that you stop 
relying on the visual input which is always likely to dominate. So you might need 
a friend to find an object which you have not seen and which you can feel. If they 
say it’s safe, then don’t forget to use your cheeks and maybe your lips and 
tongue for feeling too. Think how a baby learns about objects – straight to the 
mouth! 

You’ll need a different vocabulary which deals with shape and touch: sharp, 
angular, rough, serrated. But don’t use too many adjectives: remember Mark 
Doty’s jelly fish and try and think of comparisons which will evoke touch by 
referring to other objects. You could fast-forward here to Part 4: Project 2 and 
read about the danger of too many adjectives and adverbs. 
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Exercise 10: Warming her Pearls  

Here is a poem where the sense of touch is important:  

Carol Ann Duffy, Warming her Pearls (1987). 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/56715/warming-her-pearls  

Read this poem and work out where the poet has relied on sense of touch for 
evoking images of the relationship of the lady’s maid to her mistress: a lady’s 
maid thinking about warming her mistress’s pearl necklace by wearing it herself. 

Now write your own poem about the object(s) you have been touching. You can 
include a narrative as well – this often makes it easier. You might choose a 
musical instrument which would bring touch and sound together. 
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Project 5: Smell and Taste 
These two senses have been joined because they are linked physiologically 
anyway and because it is notoriously difficult to find vocabulary for the sense of 
taste, and not easy for smell either, so combining the two into one piece of 
research and exercise, will make it easier for you. But please feel free to work on 
them separately if you would like to. And don’t worry if you get stuck on smell, 
scent, perfume, stench, reek for smell; and bitter, sweet, sour, salty, juicy for 
taste and then, more than likely you’ll be encroaching on the sense of touch as 
well. 

Here is Pascale Petit’s poem where evocation is all important. 

My Mother's Perfume 

Strange how her perfume used to arrive long before she did, 
a jade cloud that sent me hurrying   

first to the loo, then to an upstairs window to watch for her taxi.  
I’d prepare myself  

by trying to remember her face, without feeling afraid.  
As she drew nearer I’d get braver  

until her scent got so strong I could taste the coins in the bottom 
 of her handbag. 

And here I am forty years on, still half-expecting her. Though now 
 I just have to open   

the stopper of an expensive French bottle, daring only a whiff of  
Shalimar  

which Jacques Guerlain created from the vanilla orchid vine. 
Her ghostly face 

might shiver like Christ’s on Veronica's veil – a green-gold blossom  
that sends me back 

to the first day of the school holidays, the way I used to practise 
kissing her cheek  

by kissing the glass. My eyes scanned the long road for a speck 
 while the air turned amber. 

Even now, the scent of vanilla stings like a cane. But I can also smell  
roses and jasmine 

 in the bottle’s top notes, my legs wading through the fragrant path, 
 to the gloved hand emerging  
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from a black taxi at the gate of Grandmother’s garden. And for a  
moment I think I am safe.  

Then Maman turns to me with a smile like a dropped  
perfume bottle, her essence spilt. 

Pascale Petit, My Mother’s Perfume (2005) 

Here’s a Guardian article reporting on an occasion that brought perfumiers and 
poets together, entitled ‘Penning Perfumes: When scent and poetry mix’: 

www.theguardian.com/books/booksblog/2012/jun/14/penning-perfumes-scent-p
oetry  

Exercise 11: Smell or Taste 

Write your own smell and/or taste poem. The best way forward in writing your 
own smell/taste poem is to use Mark Doty’s technique of comparisons and 
evocations; our sense of smell is particularly good at evoking past occasions and 
memories, but don’t get drawn into too many of these, as we need the smelly 
stuff itself. So try washing and cooking and cafes, garages, and hospitals as 
useful locations and/or activities where you are likely to encounter the strongest 
smells and tastes. 

Henry John, Smelling Soup (2008-09) Bridgeman Images 
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Assignment One: Five Senses 
You should have several poems/pieces of writing based on your five senses. And 
possibly one or two for what a poem is or does. 

For your first assignment, redraft six of these as best you can, maybe changing 
weak words for more powerful ones, listening to the sound of your poems, and 
maybe changing words and line endings.  But at this stage concentrate on strong 
images based on your five senses.  

You can use the first person, “I”, as your narrator or you can have a third person 
narrator telling the reader about the way another character, he or she, 
experiences these senses. Poets often use the second person pronoun, you, as 
an alternative as well. Sometimes the ”you” is just an alternative to “I”, as it often 
is in everyday speech and anecdotal narratives. Sometimes, you refers to 
another person, known to the first person narrator, often a friend or partner. 
Whichever one you choose, make sure you are consistent all the way through 
your poem, unless you particularly want to show a different approach taken by 
two different people. 

Make sure your poem is located in the place where the particular sense was 
experienced, a dark room, a garden, a kitchen, a street.  Ask yourself if your 
reader is going to be able to see, hear, feel, taste/smell what the character in 
your poem has experienced. 

Check the time/tense of the experience: you can use the present or the past 
tense, but be consistent. 

Don’t worry too much about the shape of your poem, but block your lines on the 
left-hand margin and think of important words for your line endings. Try not to 
use rhyme, but listen for a pleasing, overall rhythm, as you read your poems out 
loud. 

Overall, your poems should not be more than 80 lines which would average out 
at 13 lines a poem. Some of your poems may well be less than that, but 
remember that it is hard to do yourself justice, and to show your tutor you are in 
control of your poetry writing if they are all no more than five or six lines. 
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The Commentary 

This should be about 500 words long and should deal with the writing process. 
So don’t write too much about where your ideas came from. Write down what 
you have read and how that influenced you and if it made you change anything. 
Comment on any changes you made to the structure or shape of your poems, 
whether you changed the viewpoint (narrator) and if you change the tense. 

Also comment on any other word changes, deletions or additions you made. 

At the end of your commentary write a bibliography of the books, poems and 
websites you referred to in your commentary.  You should not list any of these if 
you did not mention them in the commentary. 

Send your six redrafted poems and your commentary to your tutor. 

Charles Folkard, Three Blind Mice (1928) Image courtesy of Jonkers Rare Books. 
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